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Abstract: 

There is an across the board agreement that fresh fish is a healthy food and it provides vital 

nutrients that are essential in leading a healthy lifestyle.  While the benefits of eating fish 

are clear, consumers often are apprehensive when purchasing fresh fish both in-store and 

online.  Social proof techniques have often been used online as a way of promoting certain 

products.  In this paper, these techniques are applied to fresh fish to determine if they are 

applicable to fish purchasing in a physical retail environment. In a grocery store in 

Reykjavík, Iceland, a choice-based conjoint (CBC) analysis along with in-store 

experimentation are used to understand the relationship, or lack thereof, of social proof 

techniques and fresh fish purchasing. The primary interventions in both the CBC analysis 

and the in-store experimentation are product labels that call out an item as being a “Top 

Seller” or “Store’s Choice” These labels have been modeled after Amazon’s social proof 

labels of the same variety. The integration of these online principles into an offline setting 

are consistent with the current call for an evolution of the brick and mortar stores.  This 

trend has been made popular by retail experts such as Herb Sorensen who argue that the 

future of retail relies on its ability to adapt to the coming digital age.  For brick and mortar 

retailers to compete with online stores, they must think like online stores.  The results 

gathered from this research show that social proof marketing techniques are effective in the 

marketing of fresh fish products.  This information can be used by retail managers to have 

a better understanding of possible tactics to promote fresh fish sales. 

 

Keywords: social proof, conjoint analysis, in-store experiment, healthy foods, brick and 

mortar retailing, online marketing 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Question 

More than 1.9 billion people 18 years and over were found to be overweight in 

2016, with the rate of obesity tripling from 1975 to 2016. There are many negative health 

effects that obesity and being overweight bring (Sigfúsdóttir, Kristjánsson, & Allegrante, 

2006; Williams, Mesidor, Winters, Dubbert, & Wyatt, 2015).  Obesity and being 

overweight are now responsible for more deaths in the world than being underweight, and 

unfortunately the rate continues to increase ("Obesity and overweight," 2018).  Fish has 

long been considered a healthy food, and is a vital source of nutrients that promote a 

healthy lifestyle, which includes weight management (Hagmar, Persson-Moschos, 

Åkesson, & Schütz, 1998; Lund, 2013).  Promoting fish in the grocery store is a way of 

promoting this lifestyle.  An increase in fish consumption may therefore have beneficial 

health benefits across the board.  One of the most convenient and cost-effective ways to 

promote products is by using in-store displays.  In-store displays are a common way to 

change the setting of the store to increase sales (Chevalier, 1975; Wilkinson, Mason, & 

Paksoy, 1982).  Displays are manipulations that are considered point of purchase marketing 

communication channels (Sigurdsson, Engilbertsson, & Foxall, 2010). These promotions 

have the ability to prompt an immediate marketing response (Kumar & Leone, 1988; 

Milligan & Hantula, 2006).  While in-store displays, or in this case signage, wear many 

hats, one of the main ones is to communicate product attributes to customers (Sigurdsson, 

Engilbertsson, et al., 2010). Often times, displays are seen with product discounts, though 

this is not always the case, and it has not been found to be a driver for success (Sorensen, 

2016).  While the presence of item displays, which can include verbal signage, images, 

testimonials, etc., are common in-store, they have become enormously common in online 

retailing (Sorensen, 2016).  Specifically, social proof point of purchase displays have 

become practically expected in the online retailing world.  While these social proof 

marketing techniques, such as calling out items as “Top Seller” or “Store’s Choice” are 

expected online, their ability to sell important in-store items, specifically healthy foods, has 

not been looked at closely. 

Can social proof marketing techniques, a hallmark of active, online retailing, be 

effectively used in brick and mortar grocery retailing to influence customers during the 
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purchase decisions of healthy fresh fish products? By answering this question, steps can be 

taken to understand ways that social proof techniques can be used in physical retailing to 

alter customer choice, and how they can be used to promote healthy foods like fish. This 

thesis will look to answer this question by understanding the background of fresh fish 

consumption, and the concept of social proof.  Then, a conjoint analysis survey and in-store 

experimentation were performed to test and further understand this research question 

 

2 Importance of Fresh Fish Consumption 

2.1 Unhealthy Eating Habits 

Unhealthy eating habits can lead to serious health problems and increase an adult’s 

likelihood of being overweight or even obese. Wyatt, Faan, Winters, and Dubbert explain 

many of the consequences that can arise from being overweight or obese. Cardiovascular 

disease, diabetes, osteoarthritis, sleep apnea, and even certain cancers are all possible side 

effects of these weight issues.  A person’s chances for developing these diseases greatly 

increase with one’s increase in BMI.  Longevity is even affected by being overweight or 

obese.  As the authors mention in their research, the chances of mortality increase with a 

BMI of 25 or greater, and drastically increases after 30 (2006).  Gallus et al., in a pan-

European survey of 16 countries, finds that of those 16 countries studied, the mean 

prevalence of overweight individuals was 34.8%, while 12.8% were considered obese. This 

survey was done using countries from diverse regions of Europe, and had the participation 

of 14,685 adults (2015). 

One of the main contributions to weight gain involves energy imbalances.  

Williams, Mesidor, Winters, Dubbert, & Wyatt describe how calorie restriction focusing on 

a reduction of sugars and refined starches is an often-used technique for weight loss.  An 

issue that arises from this technique is the stress of calorie reduction which can have an 

opposite, negative effect, and lead to overall higher calorie consumption and less physical 

activity.  Another common method of weight loss involves reducing fat intake.  While 

some find success with this technique, there are many healthy foods that have small 

amounts of healthy fats that provide more benefits than harm. Fish is a perfect example of 

this (2015). 
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Unhealthy eating habits and the potential effects that come with it can start at a 

young age, as well.  One study in Iceland looked at school children and compared their 

BMIs and healthy eating habits with academic performance. Both BMI and unhealthy 

eating habits had a significant effect on children’s academic performance, even more so 

than physical activity. Their methodology was a survey with a very high response level 

(Sigfúsdóttir et al., 2006). Being overweight or obese has devastating effects on one’s 

health, and the promotion of healthy foods is one way that marketers can assist in this 

global issue. 

 

2.1 Marketing of Unhealthy Foods 

Regardless of common knowledge dietary recommendations, the foods that are 

advertised the most are the ones that are most purchased, and therefore consumed.  

Examples of these include: candy, packaged snacks, fast food, sodas, and alcoholic 

beverages. On the other hand, foods that are not advertised as much, such as fruits and 

vegetables, are purchased and consumed less (Salmon et al., 2015)  The use of heuristics in 

the marketing of foods is all too common when it comes to marketing unhealthy foods.  

Heuristics are a long-used tactic that seems almost exclusive to the promotion of unhealthy 

foods. Though they may be very common with unhealthy foods, they are very rarely used 

with the promotion of healthy food choices.  Until recently, the promotion of healthy foods 

was usually done in a very cognitive, and purposeful manner.  Typically the healthy 

attributes of the product are highlighted and promoted, and it is up to the consumer to use 

their thoughtful decision making skills to make the correct choice (Bandura, 2004; Conner, 

Norman, & Bell, 2002; Salmon et al., 2015). 

Nieslen, Siega-Riz, and Popkin identified that it has become much more common to 

eat out of one’s home, and the overall proportion of caloric intake from eating out has 

increased over the last decades.  This is true of both adolescents and adults alike.  Fast food 

establishments and restaurants are where these groups are headed. Foods that are eaten at 

these places are typically less healthful than what people eat at home.  These foods usually 

contain higher fat content and are low in both fiber and calcium (2002). 
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2.2 Health Benefits of Fish 

Fish has long been accredited as an important part of a healthy diet (Brunsø, 

Verbeke, Ottar Olsen, & Fruensgaard Jeppesen, 2009; Verbeke & Vackier, 2005).  Fish 

offers a healthy source of energy, protein, vitamins, (specifically A, B12, D, and E), 

important metals, (selenium, manganese, copper), and n-3 long-chain polyunsaturated fats 

(LCPUFA) (Brunsø et al., 2009; Lund, 2013). In a study performed by Mugaonkar, 

Ananthan, Samal, and Debnath which included interviews of fish consumers, 92.2% of 

respondents in the study reported nutritional value as an important factor when purchasing 

fish (2011). 

Fish as a source of vitamins is very important for many people. Vitamin A is the 

umbrella term for a collection of fat-soluble retinoids that contribute to immune function, 

vision, sexual reproduction functions, and cellular communication ("Vitamin A," 2018). 

Vitamin B12 is necessary in order for the body to produce red blood cells, nerves, and even 

DNA.  B12 is not something that the body can produce on its own, so getting this vital 

vitamin from food or supplements is the only option (Skerrett, 2013). Besides the skin’s 

creation of Vitamin D from ultraviolet light, fish is commonly presented as a good source 

of vitamin D (Lund, 2013).  This source is important for people who live in areas where 

ultraviolet synthesis is not ideal, such as northern regions (Zgaga et al., 2011). Vitamin E 

helps with vision, sexual reproduction, and the health of the blood, brain, and skin.  This 

vitamin has also been shown to be an antioxidant.  Taking a vitamin E supplement may not 

be as effective as getting vitamin E naturally through diet ("Vitamin E," 2018). 

Fish also contains a good level of selenium (Lund, 2013). Selenium levels in 

human’s plasma have been found to directly correlate with high consumption levels in 

certain populations (Hagmar et al., 1998). Selenium, while not confirmed, is hypothesized 

to have strong anti-oxidant capabilities (Lund, 2013; Yamashita & Yamashita, 2010). 

Manganese has been shown to be a vital ingredient in the antioxidant enzyme of 

mitochondria cells (the powerhouse cells). Antioxidants are important to mitochondria as 

they are particularly susceptible to oxidative stress due to their high usage of oxygen. 

Manganese also is an activator for many enzymes that assist in the metabolization of 

carbohydrates, amino acids, and cholesterol (Higdon, Drake, & Aschner, 2010).  Copper 

assists in the production of enzymes which play a vital role in energy production.  It plays a 
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large role in the metabolism of iron, which is essential for red blood cell formation 

(Higdon, Drake, Delage, & Prohaska, 2014). 

LCPUFA are considered healthy fats, and the health benefits alongside their 

capabilities of disease prevention are becoming common knowledge (Gil & Gil, 2015; 

Oehlenschläger, 2012). These LCPUFA, or Omega-3 fatty acids are found in almost all 

fish, including lean fish and crustaceans, which are generally low in fat (Lund, 2013).  Fish 

are one of the main sources of these Omega-3 fatty acids. Correlations between Omega-3 

levels and fish consumption have been shown in two separate populations, Norfolk, United 

Kingdom and Gipuzkoa, Spain, in the European Prospective Investigation in (EPIC) 

Cancer study. Both of these populations showed a high correlation between the 

consumption of fish and the presence of LCPUFA in the bloodstream (Amiano, 

Dorronsoro, De Renobales, de Gordoa, & Irigoien, 2001; Welch et al., 2006).  High levels 

of omega-3 fatty acids have positive effects on lipoprotein levels, coagulation processes, 

immune responses, and high blood pressure statuses (Kris-Etherton, Harris, & Appel, 2002; 

Zampelas et al., 2005). Omega-3 fatty acids offer inflammation reduction benefits, as well. 

It is hypothesized that the advantages of omega-3 fatty acids are more noticeable when they 

are consumed through the consumption of fish, rather than in supplement form (i.e. fish oil 

pills) (Zampelas et al., 2005). 

 

3 Social Proof Principles  

3.1 Social Proof Definition 

The readings on social cognition identify two routes to persuasion: the central route 

to persuasion, and the peripheral route to persuasion.  The central route requires a high-

level of cognitive effort, and usually involves a higher involvement process when making a 

decision.  The peripheral route is used by consumers who are not engaged in the decision.  

These consumers use cues to take cognitive shortcuts in order to reduce decision-making 

effort.  These cues can come in the form of heuristic stimuli, such as social proof 

information. (Avery & Teixeira, 2016; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Consumers use these 

processes when they have the ability to do so and want the best possible option with limited 

effort.  Using these heuristics can greatly reduce the cost of effort (Fiske & Taylor, 2013).  

Social proof has its roots in the principles of social validation, which is the idea that 
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individuals, look to other people for cues and indications on how to think, feel, and behave.  

This is especially true when in an unfamiliar situation, or uncertain of the appropriate 

behavior (Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2002). Human beings often engage in behavior 

that they believe others approve of, in hope that others will in turn approve of them (Robert 

B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004).  Social proof is presented to people by using descriptive 

norms, which are bits of information that inform someone of how others have been 

behaving when faced with the same situation (Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2002; J. B. 

Cohen & Golden, 1972). These informative social influences are taken in as information, 

and are considered as  evidence about reality (J. B. Cohen & Golden, 1972). Understanding 

this phenomenon has recently increased in popularity, as researchers try to understand how 

people’s implicit and explicit goals affect their decision making when exposed to certain 

social influences (Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004).  

One explanation of this phenomenon comes from Abhijit Banerjee who argues that 

people often think of others as being experts, or knowing more than themselves, so there is 

a reliance that is made in the behavior of others (1992). Consumers may also feel that they 

can reduce their feelings of uncertainty by deciding to purchase the most popular brand.  

This decision, in their eyes, means they are no worse off than the average decision of 

previous customers, which can make them feel better of their own choice (Dean, 1999). 

Dan Ariely puts it plainly when he describes how every-day decisions are much more 

complex than people realize, and people often do not have any idea what to do, therefore 

the default option is often selected.  The default in this situation being the item that others 

have also chosen (2008).  

 

3.2 Social Proof and Marketing 

In marketing, social proof is a popular tool in validating the importance or success 

of a product.  Social media has been a driving force of social proof behavior in marketing.  

As the name suggests, the main attribute of social media is that it is social.  People can 

connect from all over the world, sharing content and promoting consumer to consumer 

marketing.  It is the task of marketers to infiltrate that consumer to consumer process and 

inject their marketing communication.  Without this social sharing platform, this type of 

media would be little more than a new form of news platform, with unidirectional 

marketing pumping out (Wyner, 2014). One of the most common heuristics used in 
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marketing is the social proof heuristic.  This heuristic alludes to the tendency, as mentioned 

before, to look to others for information on appropriate behavior and to adopt that behavior 

as one’s own (Robert B Cialdini, 2009).  In grocery retail, this can be done by giving 

information on the social preference of certain products.  An example of this is denoting an 

item as a “best-selling” product.  This suggests that the item presented is the general social 

preference and should be yours, as well (Salmon et al., 2015).  Popularity claims attempt to 

influence brand evaluations of consumers by showing that most customers have a positive 

opinion of that brand or product (Myers & Sar, 2013). Calling out a product as the most 

popular, or most sold item, also increases the perception of legitimacy.  McDonald’s is a 

famous example with their tagline “Billions and Billions Served” (Robert B Cialdini & 

Goldstein, 2002).  Salmon et al. was able to show these principles in action, by showing the 

influences that social proof can bring in a grocery retail setting.  They specifically focused 

on how social proof can influence food selection under low self-control conditions.  In their 

experiment, they were able to deduce that people who were experiencing low self-control 

made healthier food choices in a hypothetical food choice situation when there was a social 

proof heuristic present with the healthier option.  This social proof heuristic was giving 

information on majority preference (Salmon, Fennis, de Ridder, Adriaanse, & De Vet, 

2014).  These efforts are done to recruit new customers to join the masses.  Myers and Sar 

discuss how this “bandwagon effect” is used by advertisers to coax consumers by using 

social approval cues indicators in their marketing communications.  This adds a form of 

validity to the brand, and endorses it to other potential consumers (Myers & Sar, 2013).  In 

experimentation by Goldstein, Cialdini, and Griskevicius, the effectiveness of notices 

asking hotel guests’ participation in an environmental conservation program were studied.  

They concluded the signs that presented social norms such as “the majority of guests reuse 

their towels” were significantly more effective than traditional signs that were promoting 

environmental conservation.  Even further, they found that specific, normative 

informational appeals were most effective when the social behavior that is mentioned in the 

intervention was as relatable to customers’ current situations as closely as possible. For 

example, “The majority of guests in this room reuse their towels” (2008).  Social approval 

marketing can be interpreted as many satisfied customers who are similar to a particular 

consumer, making he or she feel a better sense of relatability (Myers & Sar, 2013).  A 

product or brand’s reputation reflects its reliability and authenticity.  This reputation is 
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created by satisfying marketing signals (Herbig & Milewicz, 1995).  This marketing signal 

is a form of communication that provides insight about the product apart from its physical 

features.  This can take the form of information about the quality of a product, the positive 

history of the brand, and even word of mouth (Herbig & Milewicz, 1995).  Electronic word 

of mouth (eWOM) is a significant marketing signal and contributor to the reputation of a 

product or brand.  eWOM in the form of ratings are very often used to present consumer 

opinion on products and brands, whether that be positive, negative, or neutral (N. Amblee 

& Bui, 2011). Consumers are not presented with complete information about products, so 

they must use the visible information cues given to form inferences about the other product 

characteristics and attributes that are not given (J. B. Cohen & Golden, 1972; Huber & 

McCann, 1982). A social proof styled cue, in this situation, would assist the consumer in 

deciding if this product is worth purchasing.  With the normalization and increasing 

popularity of ecommerce, there was an initial move from offline to online retailing (N. C. 

Amblee & Bui, 2012).  What is happening now is the combination of the two forms into a 

“webby store”, a store that uses online active retailing principles in a brick and mortar 

format (Sorensen, 2016).  The universal nature of the web, along with advances in personal 

technology, such as smartphones, increasing availability of high-speed data networks, and 

geolocation tools have allowed this convergence of old world and new world retailing 

styles (N. C. Amblee & Bui, 2012).  

 

3.2.1 Online 

Social proof, while having origins long before the rise of the internet, has been an 

integral part on many websites in the promotion of various products, and its persuasion has 

never been so powerful.  Amblee and Bui describe how businesses are offering more and 

more consumer to consumer interface options, and how they encourage their use.  Reading 

or leaving reviews, ratings, and recommendations, are all common vessels for social proof.  

In their study, Amblee and Bui looked at e-books on Amazon, most of which are all 

similarly priced quite low, and observed how the electronic word of mouth (eWOM) was a 

tool used by consumers to gauge the reputation of the books. They found that book readers, 

as customers, heavily utilize online reviews and participate in consumer to consumer 

marketing in the form of electronic word of mouth.  They explain this utilization by 

explaining how readers have a strong sense of motivation due to their concern for other 
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eBook customers.  They feel they can enhance their self-worth through their friends. They 

discuss how friends often exchange the roles of information seeker and information 

provider, and this switching of roles encourages the group to stick together and provide 

insight to others (N. Amblee & Bui, 2011).  In another paper, they discuss how social proof 

has the power to create demand for items being sold, specifically with Groupon deals. In 

their experiment, they left sales data of certain Groupon deals open, which prompted 

customers to identify good deals by how many others purchased this deal.  This lead to 

even higher sales (N. C. Amblee & Bui, 2012). Social proof provides customers with 

confidence that the products they find online are credible, and assures them that these 

purchases are acceptable (Metzger, Flanagin, & Medders, 2010).  Online recommendations 

can come from three main sources.  The first being from regular customers, this would be 

the average consumer who writes a review online because he or she is a fan of a product. 

The second source is from experts.  This form of recommendation can come from 

perceived experts on the product.  For example, when nine out of ten dentists recommend a 

certain type of toothpaste.  Lastly, recommendations can come from recommender systems 

(N. Amblee & Bui, 2011).  One famous example of this would be Netflix’s 

“Recommended for You” section on their website ("Netflix," 2018).  Amblee and Bui 

discuss how customers likely use reviews and ratings from strangers in order to get 

completely unbiased information and opinions about a certain product.  Whereas reviews 

from acquaintances can be used as a means of emotional support and guidance.  When 

eWOM is communicated by perceived experts, they can offer specialized advice with an air 

of certainty (2011).   

One very notable example of a company that heavily relies on these principles is 

Amazon.  The label of Amazon’s Choice is a common phrase seen adhered to many 

popular products on Amazon’s website, though it has a secretive background.  Amazon has 

not disclosed how this marker is given. When asked if a manufacturer can request to be 

Amazon’s Choice, they said the following,  

Sellers don't need to enroll or register to be considered for Amazon's Choice -- the 

Amazon's Choice feature considers all highly-rated, Prime-eligible items sold or 

fulfilled by Amazon. It's not possible to specifically request that your product be 

selected as Amazon's Choice ... selections are constantly updated, so continuing to 
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offer high quality, well-priced products to your customers will give you the best 

chance to be selected as Amazon's Choice. (Carnoy, 2018) 

Amazon might decide this with either an algorithm or human interaction, but they 

have not disclosed details.  In short, it is entirely up to Amazon to decide which products 

and brands receive this label.  Any intervention will be perceived and processed by a 

consumer, and the reliability of the source will be scrutinized.  The more reliable and 

credible the source of the intervention, the more persuasive it will be (Herbig & Milewicz, 

1995).  It is vital that communication of the authenticity and credibility of any intervention 

is present in order for the message to have maximum significance (Sobel, 1985).  On top of 

this, it is mandatory that the product or brand fosters a reputation for delivering quality, and 

lives up to the intervention in place (Herbig & Milewicz, 1995).  

 

3.2.2 Brick and Mortar 

Previous studies regarding social proof and healthy eating are, in fact, available. 

Salmon, De Vet, Adriaanse, and Fennis demonstrated the power of social proof promoting 

healthy cheeses in a grocery retail store. In their experiment, they gave shoppers a task that 

affected their perception of self-control.  Meanwhile, they identified a higher fat cheese, 

and a lower fat cheese.  With the lower fat cheese, they added a “top-selling” prompt.  The 

control for this experiment was to have no prompt on either cheese.  They found that 

people had perceived low self-control were more easily swayed by the social proof 

heuristic (2015).   

Herb Sorensen, in his book, Inside the Mind of the Shopper, discusses promoting 

crowd preferences to the individual.  He argues that by understanding and promoting crowd 

preference, researchers and store managers can guide individual shoppers’ decisions to 

make similar decisions to the masses (2016). One way of promoting the crowd preference 

to shoppers is by calling out best sellers. Sorensen briefly discusses the success he has seen 

with this technique in his own collaboration with stores, and states that in one specific 

introduction of these tags, the items he intervened with saw an average of 41% growth 

(2016). It should be noted that according to the very limited data that Sorensen provides in 

his book, most products that were used in this situation were uniformed products that have 

very little, if any, variability between products of the same brand. He attributes the success 
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of this trial to what he calls crowd-social marketing.  In his words, “people mostly do not 

have the time or interest to do deep thinking about what they buy.  Any little clue that will 

help them to quickly make a selection is genuinely useful to the shopper.” 

 

3.3 Social Proof and Fresh Fish 

Merchandising of fish in-store is essential to retain customers, and attract new ones 

(Mugaonkar et al., 2011).  While social proof concepts have been when established and 

studied, the application of using it to promote the sales of healthy foods, especially fresh 

fish, are significantly less documented. 

Only one particular study conducted by Sigurdsson, Menon, Larsen, and Fagerstrøm 

(2018), combines the theory of social proof and the promotion of purchasing fresh fish 

products.  No other literature was found on this specific topic.  In their experimentation, 

they used an online choice-based conjoint analysis using Sawtooth Software Lighthouse 

Studio 9.5.2. The goal was to see if social proof attributes influenced consumers’ decisions 

regarding the purchase of fresh fish (salmon) online. The attributes they were testing were 

product rating, quantity sold online, and product recommendations.  The results found that 

product rating was one of the most important factors when purchasing salmon online. Their 

explanation for this was in part that the social proof attributes made up for a lack of 

physical evaluation.  Because customers were not there to feel, inspect, and smell the fish 

in person, they had to rely on the social proof heuristics.  This is in line with the idea that 

social proof techniques can help put the mind of the shopper at ease in times of uncertainty 

(Dean, 1999). Verbeke and Vackier conducted a study where they found that increasingly 

positive attitudes towards fish, increased social pressure, and a greater comfortability of 

one’s ability to successfully purchase and cook fish promote a strong intention to eat fish.  

These social pressures can take many forms.  They can come through social interactions 

with friends and family.  They can also come through external sources, such as marketing 

communications, product packaging, food industry promotions, etc.  These have been 

found to be less effective in influencing the decision to purchase and consumer fish. They 

identify that consumers are more willing to be open to these influences when they have 

their roots in relatable, social information.  Verbeke and Vackier suggest that the 

promotion of fish consumption must come from social norms, rather than traditional 

marketing, as social norms are much more relatable and effective.  Even using expert social 
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proof techniques would be an effective alternative (e.g. doctors and nutritionists) to 

traditional marketing as consumers can relate better to this type of communication (2005). 

While there have been studies performed on the use of social proof techniques in 

the promotion of fresh fish products, no studies have used in-store field experiments to test 

these principles.  It seemed appropriate to continue on this research stream, not only with 

applying social proof principles to fresh fish purchasing, but to do so in a real-world 

experimental environment.  In this thesis, two experiments will be completed in order to 

understand how and if these social proof techniques are applicable and effective for use in 

brick and mortar fish retailing.  The first experiment is a laboratory style, choice based 

conjoint analysis, that will undercover what consumers value as most important while 

shopping for fish in a physical store.  The second experiment will be a field experiment 

applying social proof interventions in an operating grocery store in Reykjavik, Iceland.   

 

4 Experiment 1: Conjoint Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

Focusing on customer centricity, and understanding what customers want has 

become increasingly common in the business world today (Halme & Kallio, 2014).  

Organizations are most successful when they understand and respond to what their 

customers want, better than their competition.  To do this, they have to comprehend what is 

most pleasing to their customers, and what they are most likely to purchase (Allenby & 

Ginter, 1995).  This is often easier said than done.  Understanding customer behavior is not 

always a straight forward process.  In marketing, behavioral analysis is an understudied 

discipline, and traditional experimentation is not always the most effective way of learning 

more about customer behavior (Sigurdsson, Menon, & Fagerstrøm, 2017).  Choice-based 

conjoint analysis is an effective way of understanding these very factors (Feit, Beltramo, & 

Feinberg, 2010; Green & Srinivasan, 1978; Green & Srinivasan, 1990; Sigurdsson et al., 

2017). Choice-based conjoint analysis (CBC) is a type of preference measurement that is 

often used in marketing research (Halme & Kallio, 2011).  In these conjoint experiments, 

respondents show their individual preferences for products that contain different attributes.  

By looking at how participants respond to different products featuring different attributes, 

it is possible to understand the utility that people place on these attributes in the overall 
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preference of products (Feit et al., 2010; Green & Srinivasan, 1978; B. K. Orme, 2002). By 

understanding the utility and importance of these product attributes, implications can be 

made of future marketing strategy regarding specific product promotion (Feit et al., 2010).  

Having an understanding of the hierarchy of importance that customers have on certain 

attributes can be very valuable when making marketing decisions (Sigurdsson et al., 2017).  

Because choice-based conjoint analysis presents aggregated attributes into one complete 

product, the choices that users make when completing the survey are very similar to 

choices that would be made in an actual marketplace ("The CBC System for Choice-Based 

Conjoint Analysis," 2013).  This technical approach to understanding consumer behavior is 

encouraged by researchers such as Smith (2016), Sigurdsson, Menon, and Fagerstrøm 

(2017), to name a few. These highly technical and advanced tools have the ability to give 

empirical results to something as ambiguous as consumer behavior. 

By performing a choice-based conjoint analysis, it will be possible to simulate an 

in-store shopping decision.  By doing this in an online-laboratory, key insights can be 

gathered from individuals’ decision-making processes.  This is something that a field 

experiment cannot fully accomplish.  Conjoint analysis is also a very cost-effective method 

used to understand consumer behavior.  Field experiments can often be expensive in both 

time and money.  While field experiments can take weeks to gather information, and even 

longer to analyze, choice-based conjoint analysis experiments can be created, distributed, 

and analyzed in a fraction of the time, and at a fraction of the cost. 

 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Experimental Design: Attributes and Levels 

In conjoint analysis, an attribute is a certain trait of a product.  This attribute is then 

broken down into various levels.  These levels describe the different forms that the attribute 

can take (B. K. Orme, 2002).  (e.g. The attribute of “Fish Type” could have levels of 

salmon, haddock, cod, etc.) Typical conjoint analysis surveys have six or fewer attributes 

with two to five levels each (B. K. Orme, 2002). Deciding on the appropriate attributes and 

levels for the CBC analysis came from two sources.  The first being an in-store survey 

conducted in a Nettó store in Mjódd, and the second being visible information cues that a 

customer can see at the fish cooler (J. B. Cohen & Golden, 1972). 
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Survey Methodology 

Besides using previous experimentation and works as influencing factors for the 

attributes in this CBC analysis, In-person interviews were conducted with consumers at a 

different Nettó store on the other side of town (Mjódd).  The Mjódd location was similar in 

size and layout to the store where the experimentation is taking place (Grandi).  These 

interviews were done at a different store as to not cause any unwanted influence with the 

experimentations going on at the same time.   

The goal of these interviews was to ask consumers, who were actively shopping for 

fish, what factors they found most important when making their decision.  I observed the 

area that sells fish in the Mjódd location, and defined customers as actively shopping for 

fish when they stopped at the cooler and picked up an item to inspect it further. After they 

had decided either to take the fish or not and had left the cooler area, they were asked 

which attributes they considered when making a fresh fish purchase.   I interviewed ten 

consumers over the course of two hours and ten minutes. Table 1 shows the participants’ 

gender. and approximate age.  Table 2 shows which attributes they called out as most 

important. 
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Results 

These interviews gave a clear picture of what customers ponder at the moment of 

consideration when shopping for fish.  The most common attribute that shoppers were 

focused on was the type of fish.  Eight out of ten shoppers mentioned the type of fish as a 

factor they consider.  The second most common attribute mentioned was the freshness of 

fish. Four out of ten shoppers mentioned that this was important to them. 

 

Fish Type 

In the survey performed at the Nettó in Mjódd, the type of fish was by far the most 

common answer when asked what factors customers consider while purchasing fish. Eight 

out of ten people mention this as a relevant reason for purchase.  This is consistent with the 

findings of Mugaonkar, Ananthan, Samal, and Debnath who performed interviews with 

shoppers purchasing fish in India.  An overwhelming 84.3% of respondents noted that they 

were highly species specific, meaning that fish type was a crucial factor in the selection 

process (2011).  The selection of the three fish types was made by doing a brief, informal 

examination of the most popular fish sold in Iceland.  I spoke to two fish mongers 

(Fiskbúðin Sundlaugavegi, and Haugkaup – Kringlan) who agreed that Salmon, Haddock, 
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and Cod were three of the most popular fish that are sold.  I also checked two grocery 

stores where all three types were offered in every store. (Bónus – Skipholt and Krónan – 

Nóatún). All three of these fish types are also available at Nettó, which is the hypothetical 

setting for this conjoint analysis study. These three fish types were chosen as the levels for 

this attribute, as customers are familiar with these products.  These three options fall within 

the two-to-five level recommendation from Orme (B. K. Orme, 2002). 

 

Price 

Fish has a reputation for being an expensive form of protein (Verbeke & Vackier, 

2005).  When the price of a product is high, the perceived risk of making an error is also 

high, and the level of consumer involvement increases.  With fish, price increases 

involvement by having two effects on consumer choice, which can be described as both 

positive and negative.  The first is a utilitarian effect, and arguably negative, this most 

commonly manifests as a budget constraint.  The other is an informational effect, which is 

more positive.  Typically, this is presented in the form of a quality signal. (e.g. The fish is 

high quality because of how expensive it is) (Juhl & Poulsen, 2000; Sigurdsson, Foxall, & 

Saevarsson, 2010; Sorensen, 2016).  As Shiv, Carmon, and Ariely mention, factors like 

price can even have an effect on the perceived effectiveness of certain products or services 

(2005).   In experimentation from Brunsø et al., interviews were completed from fish 

consumers in both Belgium and Spain to understand the differences in preference. They 

found that there was a lack of knowledge in many of the Belgian respondents regarding the 

indicators of freshness in fish.  They did not have a rational process for judging whether or 

not fish was fresh.  Because of their lack of knowledge, for the interviewees who were 

identified as light consumers of fish, they used price as their main indicator of quality.  In 

their eyes, the higher the price was, the better the quality of the fish (2009). This falls in 

line with the informational effect outlined above. On the other hand, a higher price is often 

considered a foremost barrier to fish consumption, therefore people may be less apt to 

consume fish. (Leek, Maddock, & Foxall, 2000; Verbeke & Vackier, 2005).  In the same 

experiment by Brunsø et al., the perception that fish is an expensive food item was also 

listed as a main barrier to purchasing in both Spain and Belgium. All groups of consumers 

said that price was their main reason for not eating more fish. When consumers were asked 

in their interviews, they said, “Fish is very expensive, and this is why many families do not 
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buy it [. . .] if they want to sell more fish, they have to lower the price”.  Participants also 

mentioned that on top of the price of fish being high, eating fish itself does not fill one up 

as much as meat such as beef, lamb, or fowl.  Because it is a lighter meat, and is easier to 

digest, it does not satiate the way that other sources of protein do.  Customers mentioned, 

“If you buy one kilo of meat you have food for many persons, but with one kilo of fish, 

after removing the bones, the head, the skin ... you have almost nothing.” On top of this, 

they found in the interviews that customers did not believe there were any inexpensive 

versions of meat.  In other forms of meat, sausages, ground meat, and cheap cuts are often 

readily available and serve this purpose (2009). 

 

Item Signage 

This is the main intervention that is being looked at in this conjoint analysis.  The 

goal is to see how the “Top Seller” and “Store’s Choice” affect the order of importance of 

the other attributes.  Social proof principles suggest that when a certain behavior is called 

out as the norm, or most popular, there should be a change in an individual’s behavior 

(Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Robert B. Cialdini, Wosinska, Barrett, Butner, & 

Gornik-Durose, 1999). These two signs are inspired directly from Amazon (Carnoy, 2018; 

Sorensen, 2016).  The “Top Seller” sign will bring attention to the fact that this item, 

according to the other consumers, is the most purchased product of the category, and the 

“Store’s Choice” sign will indicate the implied expertise of Nettó and will inform shoppers 

that Nettó thinks very highly of this product.  Both of these fall in line with traditional 

social proof definitions (Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2002; Myers & Sar, 2013). 

 

Purchase State 

In the examination above, I found that in Iceland, fish (specifically fish fillets for 

home-cooking) is mainly purchased in a fresh or frozen state.  Several studies have been 

done looking at the preference of fresh versus frozen fish.  The lion’s share of these studies 

find that frozen fish products are often perceived to be of worse quality to their fresh 

counterparts (Marshall, 1988; N. A. Nielsen, Sørensen, & Grunert, 1997).  The same 

findings were found in the United States, where customers said that they generally found 

the action of purchasing fish to be risky in nature, and this was even more so true when 

they were purchasing frozen fish (Peavey, Work, & Riley, 1994).  It is common for 
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consumers to believe that frozen fish is inferior to fresh fish, as frozen fish has been 

associated with several negative connotations.  These include a bad smell, having a mushy 

texture, containing many bones, inconvenient sizes, and just intrinsically inferior (Brunsø 

et al., 2009).  In a study conducted in the United States, focus groups from two U.S. cities 

were used to understand consumer perceptions of frozen fish.  From this study, prevalent 

fallacies regarding frozen fish were identified.  For example, participants were under the 

impression that frozen fish is less nutritious and contains more bones than fresh fish.  They 

also mentioned they believe that only the undesirable cuts were used for freezing (Peavey 

et al., 1994).  On the other side, in the interviews conducted by Brunsø et al. in Belgium 

regarding fish purchasing, Belgians mentioned that eating fish had to be “planned very 

well”.  They discussed that fish is something that needs to be taken home immediately and 

refrigerated right away.  It is not a product that can be consumed days after purchasing.  It 

must be eaten right away and preferably the same day.  This is not the same when it comes 

to other forms of meats, which are percieved to have a much longer fridge life with little 

deterioration in overall quality.  Because of this overall perception of fresh fish, the “light-

user” sample from Belgium had an overall appreciation of frozen fish, and found that 

frozen fillets were especially favorable. They found that purchasing frozen fish was 

convenient, and led to higher quality.  Participants mentioned, “It is easy with frozen fish 

fillets, you can always have them at home, they go directly from the freezer in the pan, they 

are OK, they don’t smell and they are ready within a couple of minutes only” (Brunsø et 

al., 2009). 

 

Days Until Expiration 

This attribute was added after completing the in-store interviews.  As mentioned 

above, four out of ten respondents mentioned that freshness was an important attribute to 

them when purchasing fish.  Freshness is a vital issue for customers, and it is often 

associated with the healthy qualities of fish.  If a fish is not fresh enough, customers can 

perceive it as less healthful (Brunsø et al., 2009).  For “traditional fish eaters” both an 

evaluation of the odor and appearance, along with the expiration label on the package 

affect the expectation of quality.  Because of their status as “traditional fish eaters”, they 

did not have the ability to comprehend the intrinsic cues (e.g. odor, appearance of 

freshness, coloring) and had to rely on extrinsic cues (e.g. published catch date, expiration 
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date) for information on fish quality.  For “fish lovers” the use of intrinsic cues, odor and 

appearance, is all that is needed in order for this group to make a determination of the 

freshness of the fish. (Brunsø et al., 2009; Juhl & Poulsen, 2000).  Because many people 

are not comfortable with the purchase of fish, this label is very important for shoppers.  In 

their interviews with purchasers of fish, Brunsø et al. found that respondents mentioned 

they felt as though they could use intrinsic cues when assessing the overall quality of fresh 

fish options.  They said that the products must be “bright eyed, have pink gills, look fresh 

and smell well in order to be of good quality” (2009).  For this CBC analysis, the attribute 

was “Days until expiration”, and the levels were 3, 2, and 1.  These levels are authentic to 

expiration dates in stores and were therefore used. 

 

4.2.2 Data Collection 

A CBC survey was used to collect information from 204 residents of Iceland.  As 

seen in table 3, of the 204 survey participants, 144 were female, and 60 were male, 71% 

and 29%, respectively.  Both the median and mode age range of the participants was 

between 25-34. The CBC survey was created using Sawtooth Discover software.  The 

survey was  distributed to two bachelor’s level classes at Reykjavík University, along with 

the promotion on four Facebook groups. (Brask og Brall, OPES, Home Away From Home 

– Living in Iceland, Spurningakannanir).  These groups all have very diverse groups of 

people, and the total number of members in all of these groups equals 70,664. The survey 

had two primary parts, the first part found the utility and importance of the attributes that 

were used in the study.  This is the traditional CBC analysis section.  The second part 

included respondent specific demographic and shopping behavior questions.  This was 

collected to give insight on the type of people who are taking the survey, and how their 

backgrounds may influence their opinions. 
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 As mentioned before, this survey was designed using Sawtooth Discover software.  

As mentioned above, the attributes and levels were carefully selected using a mixture of 

literature review and in-store interviews.  Table 4 below shows the levels and attributes that 

were chosen for this CBC analysis.   

 

 

 

 All attributes are independent of one another and have no order of preference with 

the exception of days until expiration.  There is an order of preference from worst (1) to 

best (3).  The fresher fish is of course preferred to older fish, and since there are no 

prohibitions or conditions, the choice to make the days until expiration preferential was 

made. 

 This survey had 11 choice-based questions.  Each question gives three compilations 

of attributes and levels that make up a model of a product (See Figure 1).  These products 

are designed to mimic actual products that a consumer would find in Nettó. There is also a 
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“none” option, which is authentic to the store experience, as shoppers also have the option 

to choose nothing. 

 

 

Figure 1: Sample question from the CBC analysis 

 

  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

While giving the survey in one of the bachelor’s courses at Reykjavík University, 

an informal interview was conducted with the classroom to get feedback on the layout of 

the survey, and how it was interpreted while taking it.  Participants understood that they 

were supposed to be in a store setting shopping for fish.  There were no major 

misunderstandings of how the attributes and levels were setup.  One interesting note that 

came out of the interview was a student who mentioned that they would not want to buy 

something with the “Nettó’s Choice” label on it, because they would assume that it was 

soon to expire, and that the store was trying to get rid of the product.  Besides several 

cosmetic points, the survey was understood by all participants. 

In table 6, both the average utility estimates of the levels of each attribute and the 

relative importance scores for each attribute are given.  These utilities were sourced from 
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Sawtooth’s Choice Based Conjoint – Hierarchal Bayes estimation software 

(CBCHB)(Orme, 2016).  

The first column in Table 6 describes the attribute, and the second column presents 

the levels that are associated with that attribute. For the importance scores of each attribute, 

days until expiration is the highest at 23.72%, with item signage closely behind at 23%.  

Following those two, there is price (19.05%), fish type (19.05%), and purchase state 

(14.64%). 

 

 

The results of the conjoint analysis would indicate that the social proof aspect of 

this experiment was virtually as important as fish freshness.  There is a mere 0.72% 

difference within the importance scores of item signage and days until expiration. This 

supports previous research indicating the importance of social proof heuristics in brick and 

mortar grocery retail (Salmon et al., 2015; Sigurdsson et al., 2018; Sorensen, 2016).  The 

high importance of this attribute is more than likely due to the fact that people who are 

uncertain in certain situations look for indications from others on appropriate behavior 

(Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2002, 2004). Another reason this attribute has a high 

importance score is due to the nature of this survey.  Because this is not a real field 
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experiment, and participants are only given data online, they must use indicators other than 

their normal sensory perceptions.  As deduced from the in-store interviews performed, and 

other literature (Brunsø et al., 2009; Juhl & Poulsen, 2000; Sigurdsson et al., 2018), fish 

purchasing is a sensory heavy decision, and in a survey, participants are deprived of that. 

 One interesting note to point out is the difference in utility between the levels of 

item signage.  “N/A” is 2.77, “Top Seller” is 28.47, while Nettó’s choice is  -31.24.  It is 

not surprising that “Top Seller” has a rather high utility value within the attribute, but it is 

somewhat surprising that Nettó’s choice has such a strong negative utility value. One 

potential explanation for this result could be that that when presented with the options, 

participants may have interpreted “Nettó’s Choice” as a discounting label.  This is in line 

with what was heard in the post-hoc interview as mentioned before.  Nettó, like many other 

retailers in Iceland, offers price reductions on fresh fish products that are nearing their 

respective expiration date.  The indication of this price reduction is often presented in a 

sticker on each of the packages that the store will apply themselves.  Because of this, it is 

possible that the “Nettó’s Choice” label that was used in the survey was misconstrued as a 

discount for nearly expired fish.  This would of course explain the significantly low utility 

of this level.  

 When it comes to utility scores, it is important to point out that a negative utility 

score does not necessarily mean that a level is negative itself.  The negative utility indicates 

that side by side, when a survey participant is given the option between “Nettó’s Choice” 

and “Top Seller”, the participant is more likely to choose an item labeled “Top Seller” over 

“Nettó’s Choice” (B. Orme, 2002). 

 

5 Experiment 2: In-Store Experimentation 

5.1 Introduction 

While there have been point of purchase interventions and in-store experiments in 

the past, (see Sigurdsson, Engilbertsson, et al., 2010) to my knowledge there have been no 

studies that have physically tested social proof principles on fresh fish in a grocery retail 

setting.  Because of the lack of empirical data regarding this subject, the decision was made 

to do in-store experiments in an operating grocery store.  The decision to accompany the 

conjoint analysis experiment with a field experiment was done as a way of confirming the 
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validity of the results from the conjoint analysis, which showed a high importance score for 

social proof interventions.  Field experiments have a reputation for having a strong internal 

validity, and can help to distinguish between casual relationships, and statistically 

significant results (Bryman & Bell, 2015). That being said, field experiments are not very 

common in marketing science or when studying consumer behavior (Sigurdsson, 

Saevarsson, & Foxall, 2009).  While some researchers have found success performing in-

store experiments (e.g. Sorensen, 2016).  In-store experiments also bring with them many 

implementation hurdles.  Cooperation from a retailer, time pressure, seasonality issues, and 

last but most certainly not least, keeping non-experimental influences at an absolute 

minimum are just a few of the issues that can be faced (Gaur & Fisher, 2005).  Gaur and 

Fisher discuss a recent study which found that while 90% of retailers conduct some form of 

price experimentation, the rating of effectiveness of said experimentation had a median of 

only 6 (2005).  The results from a field experiment will directly address whether the online-

inspired social proof interventions are affecting in-store sales of fresh cod fillets.  This will 

assist in addressing the research question of this thesis. 

 

5.2 Methodology 

5.2.1 Sample and Setting 

The in-store experiments were conducted in a Nettó store in Reykjavik, Iceland. 

Nettó is a subsidiary of Samkaup, which as a whole operates approximately fifty stores 

throughout Iceland ("About Samkaup," 2018).  Two different products were selected for 

this experiment.  The first product was chosen by selecting the bestselling fish product in 

the Nettó Grandi store.  Using historic sales data two weeks prior to the experiment start 

date, the bestselling item was unflavored, fresh cod fillets.  To increase the validity of the 

experiment, another fresh item was chosen in a comparable category, though not the same 

as fish.  In the meat category, located across the aisle from the fish cooler, fresh ground 

beef was identified as the best seller.  This was chosen as the second item to test.  Unlike 

fresh cod fillets, the top selling ground beef item is sold in uniform packages, with virtually 

no variability between each item. 
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5.2.2 Dependent Variable and Measurement 

The dependent variable in the in-store experiments was the increase in the 

proportion of sales of the items that were being tested. (Sale of item with intervention/ total 

sales in the category).  The sales windows being analyzed are one-week periods.  For the 

ground beef experiment, the period was Sunday through Saturday.  The cod period was 

Tuesday through Monday.  These periods were set as week-long segments as to account for 

any specific fluctuations in purchasing behavior throughout the week.  For example, more 

fish being purchased on a Friday before the weekend, or fish sales slumping mid-week, etc.  

This makes the sales data much more reliable and gives the intervention plenty of time to 

be noticed.  Using sales to measure retail interventions is the most reliable measurement 

when the item being tested is located in one particular place (Sigurdsson, Engilbertsson, et 

al., 2010).  This is what will be accomplished in this experiment.  Sales is also a key 

measurement to understanding the effects of the intervention because there are no 

intermediaries between customers in the store and the intervention to which they are 

exposed.  Because of this, sales figures make an effective measurement tool for 

intervention effect (Sigurdsson, Engilbertsson, et al., 2010).    

 

5.2.3 Experimental Design and Procedure 

This experiment will use an A.B.C.B.C. design structure, with added conditions to 

reduce unwanted influences. Existing sales data was taken to set a control for the 

percentage of units sold.  This will be the A intervention.  the B intervention will be a “Top 

Seller” shelf tag (Appendix figure 9.3), and the C stimuli will be a “Nettó’s Choice” shelf 

tag (Appendix figure 9.4).  Because the experiments are being done in a store in Iceland, 

the tags have been translated to Icelandic and are “Söluhhæst“ and “Nettó mælir með”, 

respectively.  For the sake of this thesis, they will be referred to as “Top Seller” and 

“Nettó’s Choice”. These labels were chosen because of their presence in online selling, 

specifically by Amazon.com.  “Top Seller” as one of the more obvious forms of traditional 

social proof and “Nettó’s choice” will be used as expressing expert opinion, another form 

of social proof (Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2002; Myers & Sar, 2013).  As Sorensen is 

known for saying, the path to the sale is through the eyes (2016). These point of purchase 

stimuli have the ability to communicate important product attributes to the customer.  In 

this case, that is the social proof information (Sigurdsson, Engilbertsson, et al., 2010). 
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The A data will be collected historically using the week leading up to the start of 

the experimentation.  The testing windows are outlined below in table 5. 

 

 

  

A representative will be in the store each day to check the tags and to take pictures. No 

other changes will be made to the fish section other than the tags.  There will be no price 

reduction, item movement, etc. All other attributes of the section will remain as constant as 

possible. This will be done to increase validity of the field experiment process. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

The sales data shown in table 7 is presented in its raw form, as well as in relative 

forms.  Store sales can fluctuate due to external variables such as the number of customers 

in a store, therefore, two relative calculations were performed.  The first calculation is the 

relative sales of the product, which is the total sales of the target item divided by the total 

sales of the item’s category presented below: 

 

 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚 ($)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 ($)
.  
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The in-store results were entered into SPSS and an ANOVA test was run.  The 

results are shown in table 8 and table 9, with average relative sales baseline for fresh cod 

fillets is M = 3.83% with a 95% confidence interval of 2.06 – 5.60.  When the “Top Seller” 

signage was placed by the fresh cod fillets, the relative sales of cod increased (M = 5.04%, 

95% confidence interval of 3.59 – 6.49.) in comparison to the baseline measurement.  

When the “Nettó’s Choice” intervention in periods C was placed by the fresh cod fillets, 

relative sales increased (M = 5.79%, 95% confidence interval of 3.00 – 8.59) at an even 

higher average mean than “Top Seller”.   
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Figure 2: Mean Relative Sales of Cod (%) 

 

 

The increase in relative sales from both interventions was not exclusive to fresh cod 

fillets.  Similar results were seen with the same interventions being used with ground beef.  

Ground beef had a baseline mean of 24.61% and range of 19.74 – 29.49%, a “Top Seller” 

mean of 25.34% with range of 22.48 – 28.20%, and a “Nettó’s Choice” mean of 27.53% 

with a range of 23.17 – 31.88%. 
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Figure 3: Mean Relative Sales of Beef (%)

 

 

It is interesting to note that the mean relative sales of the “Nettó’s Choice” 

intervention was higher than the “Top Seller” intervention in both fresh cod fillets and 

ground beef. The success of the “Nettó’s Choice” intervention can clearly be seen in 

appendix figure 9.3, which presents units sold over the total number of store customers. 

This is then presented in scientific notation at 10-4. 

 

(
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠
) 𝑥 10−4 

 

Table 9 shows that both products saw an increase in both periods B and C from the 

baseline (Period A).  However, “Nettó’s Choice” (Period C) seems to be the more 

influential intervention. 
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 Using SPSS, a paired-samples T-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the 

overall social proof interventions on the daily relative sales of fresh cod fillets.  This T-test 

was used in order to give an approximation as the two groups were not necessarily the 

same people, however it is assumed that their behavior is similar.  As seen in tables 10 and 

11, there was a statistically significant increase in daily relative sales of fresh cod fillets 

between the baseline (M = 3.833, SD = 2.721) and the social proof interventions (M = 

5.416, SD =3.449), t (23) = -1.851, p <0.10 (two-tailed).  The mean increase in daily 

relative sales of fresh cod fillets was 1.5831 with 90% confidence interval ranging from 

.117 to 3.049. The eta squared statistic (.1297) indicated a moderately large effect size (J. 

Cohen, 1988; Pallant, 2013). 

 

 

 

  

 

The increase in relative sales due to the social proof interventions can be replicated 

in the sale of fresh ground beef, as well.  The same paired-samples t-test was used and the 

results are also statistically significant, as seen below in table 12. 
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6 General Discussion and Conclusion 

6.1 Interpretation of the Joint Findings 

Overall, the results from both the conjoint analysis survey and the in-store 

experiments highlight the importance and significance of social proof marketing techniques 

in the promotion of fresh fish in brick and mortar grocery retailing.  In the conjoint 

analysis, the importance of item signage, which was the social proof intervention, was 

virtually as important as item freshness. The importance of social proof in the conjoint 

analysis is not surprising.  As discussed earlier, social proof is often valued by consumers 

when they are in a state of unfamiliarity (Robert B Cialdini & Goldstein, 2002).  Even 

though the conjoint analysis survey was modeled after an in-store point of purchase, 

participants still did not have the opportunity to physically engage with the products that 

were being offered.  Because of this, they had to rely on extrinsic cues to help in their 

decision making.  In the conjoint analysis survey, “Item Signage” was that very cue that 

was needed to make a decision, which is assumedly why it has such a strong importance 

score.  This is in line with the findings of Sigurdsson, Menon, Larsen and Fagerstrøm, who 

found a similar result in their study of online, fresh fish purchasing (2018).  The same 

effect that they experienced can be seen in this survey as well. 

 In the in-store experimentation, the introduction of a social proof intervention 

seemed to have a clear effect on the sales of fresh fish.  The mean relative sales of fresh 

cod rose from M = 3.83% with no intervention to M = 5.04% with a ‘Top Seller” 

intervention and M = 5.79% with a “Nettó’s Choice” intervention.  An approximation of 

statistical significance was shown when the paired t-test was run.  When the same 

experiment was run on ground beef, similar results were seen.  This increases the validity 
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of the findings.  These findings suggest that social proof marketing can be successful in the 

promotion of fresh fish.  

 One notable element that bears repeating is the difference in the favor of “Nettó’s 

Choice” between the conjoint analysis survey and in-store experimentation.  In the conjoint 

analysis survey, “Nettó’s Choice” had a utility of -31.24 compared to 28.47 for “Top 

Seller”.  The results from the conjoint analysis illustrate that “Nettó’s Choice”, when 

compared with “Top Seller” was less desirable.  It is important to note that the conjoint 

analysis tested these levels in comparison with one another, which is something that the in-

store experimentation did not directly do.  In-store, only one intervention, or lack thereof, 

was in place at a time.  The conjoint analysis data suggest that between the two, people 

prefer “Top Seller” over “Nettó’s Choice”. This makes the in-store results, which saw 

greater mean relative sales of fresh fish with the “Nettó’s Choice” intervention, compared 

to “Top Seller”, rather unexpected.  There are two different explanations for why this might 

be.  As mentioned before, in the conjoint analysis survey, “Nettó’s Choice” could have 

been mistaken for a discount label indicating the nearing expiration date of the fish fillets.  

This result was most likely not seen in the in-store experimentation because customers in 

the store could clearly see that the indication of “Nettó’s Choice” was undoubtedly 

different from any markdowns the store put out due to nearing expiration dates. 

The second potential explanation for the success of “Nettó’s Choice” over “Top 

Seller” in the in-store experiments could be the preference of expert opinion over the 

opinion of the masses.  As discussed before, expert recommendation is a form of social 

proof that uses the status and reputation of people or entities to give authoritative 

suggestions of what is correct behavior (N. C. Amblee & Bui, 2012; Carnoy, 2018; 

Verbeke & Vackier, 2005).  Because fresh fish has been known to be a higher barrier 

purchase, (Brunsø et al., 2009; Leek et al., 2000; Verbeke & Vackier, 2005) it is 

understandable that there would be a higher level of trust in expert opinion.  In this 

experiment, Nettó acts as the “expert”, and this expert opinion seemed to be very valuable 

for the promotion of fish.   

In addition to this, it is possible that “Nettó’s Choice” is more effective than “Top 

Seller” due a sense of brand loyalty.  Brand loyalty and purchase intention can have a very 

close relationship, as can store environment (Chi, Yeh, & Yang, 2009; Jacoby, Olson, & 

Haddock, 1971; Lassar, Mittal, & Sharma, 1995).  As Grover and Srinivasan discuss, brand 
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specific promotion such as “Nettó’s Choice” may have the ability to cause longer purchase 

acceleration and stocking effects on customers who are loyal and have preferences to that 

certain brand (1992).  When shopping in Nettó, you are immersed in the Nettó name and 

branding, customers may be more inclined to listen to suggestions from the store.  This 

immersion in the brand is not possible with an online conjoint analysis survey, hence the 

potential variance.  While the product itself is from Hafið, suggesting the product is 

“Nettó’s Choice” may bring these brand loyalty principles into play for Nettó. 

 

 6.2 Implications in Retail 

As discussed above, social proof has the potential to be an effective marketing tool 

for the promotion of fresh fish.  Both the conjoint analysis survey and the in-store 

experimentations showed the positive value of using in-store, social proof-based signage.  

For stores that are currently trying to move into the new age of retail (see Sorensen, 2016), 

using online social proof techniques like “Top Seller” or “Store’s Choice” are effective 

ways to increase customer centricity in-store.  The results found from this thesis clearly 

indicate that social proof interventions can be effectively used by stores to increase the sale 

of fresh fish products.  Furthermore, it can lead to increased sales by using a very 

inexpensive intervention.  When the cost of printing a “Top Seller” or “Store’s Choice” 

sign is compared to the increase in sales that can come from its implementation, store 

managers should have no issue seeing the benefits of this marketing technique. 

 

6.3 Limitations 

It is important to note that while both the conjoint analysis and the in-store 

experimentation were based on and testing for the effectiveness of the same interventions, 

there are bound to be differences in the data.  When participants are taking the conjoint 

analysis survey, they make several artificial market decisions.  In the case of this thesis 

each participant answers 11 choice questions.  Whereas in a real grocery setting, customers 

are typically only making one decision in the area being studied.  This will inevitably lead 

to differences in results between laboratory, (i.e. conjoint analysis surveys) and field 

experimentation results. Feit, Beltramo, and Feinberg identified this struggle, and have 

proposed that real life market data must be used to build, and refine choice based conjoint 

analyses (2010).  While this was attempted by using in-store interviews to identify what 
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attributes should be used in the conjoint analysis, deeper research needs to be done at store 

specific levels to identify notable consumer buying patterns.  By doing this, conjoint 

models can be refined and calibrated to be as similar to in-store decisions as possible.  It 

can be assumed that when this is completed, the variations between lab data, (i.e. conjoint 

analysis), and field experimentation will be minimized. 

 

6.3.1 Conjoint Analysis Limitations 

The first notable constraint of the CBC analysis was that it was presented in two 

versions, one in English and one in Icelandic.  Both were exactly the same question 

structure and had identical levels and attribute setup.  The Icelandic version was translated 

with the help of several native Icelandic speakers.  That being said, when implementing the 

survey, it was difficult to answer specific questions that were asked about the wording of 

questions. This was due to the fact that the native language of the researcher was English.  

This language barrier might have also limited the researcher’s ability to ask detailed 

question when performing the in-store interviews at Mjódd, as not all participants spoke 

English fluently. 

Another issue with the survey was the software used.  Sawtooth Discovery is a 

dated version of Sawtooth software, and the data analysis capabilities of it are rather 

limited.  Sawtooth has an additional form of software titled Sawtooth Lighthouse, which 

has a suite of analysis capabilities.  For future research, Lighthouse should be used so that 

deeper analysis can be done on the data that is collected.  (Ex. Demographic specific 

analysis, latent class analysis, statistical significance, etc.)  

 

6.3.2 In-Store Experimentation Limitations 

The first limitation of the in-store experimentation is the short observation window 

that was used in the in-store experimentation.  While this research was able to have four 

weeks of intervention, with two weeks on each end of baseline, an extended 

experimentation period along with extended baseline measurements would assuredly 

substantiate the results of the research.  The observation windows could also be adjusted in 

order to be able to more clearly identify differences between the A, B, and C, stimuli.  

Using a randomized method for administering the interventions as suggested by Barlow 
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and Hayes (ABBABAA vs. ABAB) may also prove to give clearer, less variable results 

(1979). 

The store setup also gave potential constraints to the in-store experiment.  Nettó is 

not known to be a primary destination for people specifically purchasing fish.  When 

interviewing people at the Mjódd location, three of the ten participants specifically said that 

they do not usually purchase fish from Nettó and were making their purchases due to a 

recipe they were making that evening. Because Nettó is not necessarily a primary 

destination for fish purchasing, that could explain why the quantities that were sold were 

not as high as they would be in a store that is better known for selling fish.  

The last limitation, though most certainly not least is how difficult it was to keep all 

things constant in the store throughout the experiment periods.  The store was seen to 

nearly every day of the experiment period, and the interventions were inspected to maintain 

as constant conditions as possible.  As many other researchers are aware, there is no such 

thing as a completely constant field experiment.  Because a researcher cannot be tending to 

the experiment 24/7, (Nettó is a 24/7 store) the store management and staff had to be relied 

on keep an eye on the experiment when a researcher was not present.  While Nettó was 

extremely helpful and excited about this experiment, variability was still, as it always is, an 

enemy. 

 

6.4 Recommendations for Future Research 

Further experimentation is most certainly required in this research stream.  That 

being said, as mentioned above in the limitations section, there are many hardships that 

come from experimentation both in the lab and in the field.  Using conjoint analysis 

surveys in conjunction with field experimentation is a very solid research plan.  However, 

execution of both must be flawless in order to get quality results.  

It would be beneficial to focus research on the interventions themselves.  This thesis 

has shown that social proof interventions can influence consumer decision making at the 

point of purchase. The next question that should be asked is, what specific features of these 

interventions are consumers engaging with? Which type of social proof intervention is 

most effective, opinion of the masses, or expert opinion?  How many people stop to look at 

the interventions when shopping?  How many people are shopping the fresh fish section 

throughout the week?  What are the health demographics of the shoppers?  There are many 
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additional questions that must be asked and answered in this field.  The research completed 

in this thesis has started the process of discovery in the area of social proof and fresh fish, 

but much more needs to be done.  

As for immediate next steps, a similar in-store experiment should be completed, 

though the setting should be a specialty fish shop, or a store that is well known for its fresh 

fish selection.  This new experiment should also be performed for a longer period of time, 

ideally several months.  One of the issues with the field experiment performed in this thesis 

was the short sampling window.  More fish needs to be sold, and more time needs to pass 

in order to receive high quality data.  

The conjoint analysis should continue to be refined, and responses should be taken 

outside of Iceland.  With the feedback received from this thesis and the understanding of 

the data collected, newer versions can avoid obstacles that were faced in this thesis.  One 

notable example is the potential misunderstanding of what the “Nettó’s Choice” 

intervention meant.  This is the refining process that is mentioned by Feit, et al. that can 

increase future validity of both field experimentation and conjoint analysis studies (2010). 

It is exciting to see what further research will be completed in this research stream.  

This thesis has laid a groundwork for future researchers, and the potential results will be 

very interesting to see. 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

From the results found in this thesis, it can be said that social proof marketing 

techniques are, in fact, an effective way to promote fresh fish products in grocery retailing.  

These online-proven techniques do have an application in brick and mortar retailing.  This 

thesis has explored the theoretical background of these concepts, and how they can be 

applied to the marketing of fresh fish.  Then, these concepts were applied to a field inspired 

choice based conjoint analysis survey, that identified the importance of social proof 

marketing communications.  Lastly, what was learned from the conjoint analysis and the 

literature review was applied to a field experiment in an operating retailer in Reykjavík, 

Iceland.  The results agreed with what was found in the conjoint analysis, and what was 

suspected based on the findings of the literature.  This thesis also identified that stronger 

results and higher experimental validity are possible when combining in-store, field 

experiments with the back-up of conjoint analysis.   
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The importance of what this thesis has brought to light is not specific to future 

researchers exploring this research stream, nor is it specific to grocery retailers looking to 

increase sales.  This thesis found a way to increase the amount of fish purchased, and 

thereby consumed by shoppers.  This increase in fish consumption, as discussed before, has 

many positive health benefits that can help people adopt and maintain a healthy weight and 

lifestyle.  Using social proof marketing in brick and mortar has low implementation costs 

and requires little upkeep when all things are kept constant.  The sales effects from these 

interventions can be seen very quickly.  While further research should be completed to 

understand these social proof marketing techniques in the long term, a promising 

foundation has been laid for brick and mortar stores that care about overall fish sales, but 

most importantly the health of their customers. 
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9 Appendix 

 

9.1: Fresh cod fillets at Nettó with “Top Seller” signage. 
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9.2: Ground beef at Nettó with “Top Seller” signage. 
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9.3: “Top Seller” intervention used in the in-store experimentation. 

 

 

9.4: “Nettó’s Choice” intervention used in the in-store experimentation. 
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9.5: Relative sales of cod from in-store experimentation. 

 

9.6: Relative Sales of ground beef from in-store experimentation. 
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9.7: Cod fillet units sold / total customers (10-4). 

 

9.8: Ground beef units sold / total customers (10-4). 


